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The Best There Is

Why Choose Laserfleet?

Experience

• Laserfleet has been repairing printers since 1988, and for over two decades, we have helped our customers to
maintain quality printer fleets that are ready to go when they are. Over time, we began assisting other service
companies with the training and preparation of their own technicians through our wealth of experience. Most
important though, is the fact that our own on staff service engineers possess at least 18 to 21 years of field repair
experience, ensuring that your printers are fixed right, each time, every time.

Knowledge

•Over the years, Laserfleet has compiled a vast library of privately collected field data. Available only to our own on
staff service engineers, we have access to information not found in printer service manuals. For example, the hp
LaserJet 4250‐‐4350 Series printers contain an easy to change fuser drive gear, that should be changed out with each
new maintenance kit. hp, however will not tell you this, and neither will most service providers. Why? Because
leaving the defective gear in place drastically increases the need for services calls, thus prompting the customer to
buy a new printer, which is everymanufacturers’ goal.

Free 
Support

•Our customers can call us for free Telephone Technical Support at anytime before placing a service call! If we can help
you fix your printer over the phone for free, we will! If we can’t, 98% of our onsite repair calls are completed within
one hours time, and on the same day your call is placed. So many of our customers have saved a lot of money on
needless service calls, just by making a simple phone call to our Support Line. And in these tough times, who doesn’t
want to save money?
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What is the Nature and Cost of the Repair?
Any worthwhile technician will have a pretty good idea of what your printer’s problem is just by listening to your description of it, 
without spending a lot of time pondering. Then, he or she should be able to give you a close estimate on the cost to go forward with.

What is the Experience Level of the Technician Dispatching?
A technician’s field experience is crucial when it comes to repairing your printer correctly the first time through. 
Below is a checklist of the experience any technician should possess before you let him or her touch your printer:
 One year of experience for basic repairs, such as fusers, paper path problems or jamming issues.  
 Two years of experience for repairs which involve basic internal parts replacement, such as an  ECB board.
 Three years or more when the removal of multiple parts is necessary before even reaching the bad part to be replaced.  

How Long Will the Repair take to Complete, and How is Billing Done? 
With an experienced technician, 98% of repairs take one hour or less to complete. If the repair is going to take longer, make sure its 
justified before a technician comes out. Always verify a payment agreement, i.e. net 30 day terms, credit card, etc….

Will the Necessary Parts be Brought Onsite?
Basic parts should always be brought onsite, unless you have requested a diagnosis only. If for some reason, the technician does need 
to come back, as Murphy’s Law sometimes dictates, be certain to work out the full job cost in advance, this way there are no 
surprises.

What to Ask 
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Four Questions Consumers Should Ask Before a Technician is Dispatched!
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Customer Care

Site Preparation
Sometimes it is just impractical or disruptive to the office staff for a technician to work on a printer at its current location within
the office. Any good technician should recognize this situation when it arises, and always have a backup plan for another viable
workspace. After the job has been completed, the entire work area should be cleaned up and then left just as it was found by
the technician.

Review With the User of the Printer any Problems, Past and Present
It’s not uncommon when talking to a printer’s end user that certain information is revealed that wasn’t included in the original
work order placed by the caller. Discussing these problems openly can be very helpful in getting your printer fix more quickly.

Print out Past Printer Histories and Error Logs, and then Review Them with You
Doing this will give you an insight into your printer’s past history. The ability to review over certain items will give you a better
idea of how much longer your printer will last, and what to look at as a replacement unit, should the need arise.

Check Through the Paper Trays and Paper Pathways
It’s not uncommon to find a paper tray adjustment lever to be out of alignment, which can lead to phantom jams. Also, paper
pieces or labels get stuck in paper pathways, and over time, either create jams or get stuck inside of the toner cartridge, creating
leaks. It’s a must to have the technician look through these items as part of your paid service call.

Four Things a Trained Service Technician Should Do, in Addition to Fixing Your Printer
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Its Time For a New Beginning

Let’s Get Together For Your Printer Assessment  

Since 1988, we have been helping our customers to gain a greater 
understanding of their own print fleet environments, which includes 

providing on demand service for those customers who just want it fixed.  

The next time your printer falters, give Laserfleet a call, and let one of 
our experienced field technicians get you back in the game, fast! After 

all, isn’t that what business is all about? Print on!

When It Matters Most
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